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Medline 580



hurray for holidays!

Medline 580



The dimensions and the weight of each Medline model have been specifically
optimised to give excellent weight-to-power ration, going for moderate engine
power while simplifying launching and retrieving manoeuvres.

New hull, new deck, new tube

Table system towards the bow for a “dining area”

Medline 500



Deck plans ensure exceptional ergonomics and modularity: on-board movement 
is easy, the sundecks are spacious and easy to set up; the  afterdeck feels
comfortable and secure. Sunbathing, eating or swimming, it couldn’t be easier!

On the Medline 540, the back seat backrest collapses 
to provide an exceptional sundeck.

Plentiful storage space

Medline 540



Clever convertible stern bench for an extra sundeck

Aft bathing platform to ensure safe reboarding

Medline 580
The hull’s build quality, the unique comfort of the upholstery, top-of-the-range
fittings, easy maintenance of the tubes... Every detail is the fruit of Zodiac’s®

years of experience and knowledge of the sea.
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HULL
• Deep V-shaped polyester hull
• Moulded non-slip deck
• Self-draining cockpit
• Wide bow locker (sealed)
• Sealed stern storage locker with seat
• Electric bilge pump (580)
• Hydraulic steering (580)

TUBE 
• Removable“Banana” shape buoyancy tube
• Strongan™ Duotex™ or Hypalon™-

Neoprene™ fabric (500-540)
• Strongan™ Hypalon™ fabric (580)
• “Easy Push” valves
• Fabric-covered handrail
• External handle cleats
• Ultra-wide deflecting rubbing strake
• Truncated cones
• Bow roller with integrated mooring cleat

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Console with varnished wood steering

wheel
• Windscreen and handrail
• Co-pilot’s seat with backrest (500)
• Co-pilot’s seat with collapsible sundeck

backrest (540)
• Co-pilot’s seat with collapsible sundeck

backrest (580)
• Leaning post (580)
• Bathing ladder
• Handle to get back on board
• Fuel tank (90 litres)

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• Recessed side or console housing
• Position ski mast light with portside,

starboard and mooring lights
• Compass
• GPS/depth sounder
• Full bow upholstery
• Removable bow sundeck
+ fittings
• Bow table kit
• Shower kit with freshwater tank
• Electric bilge pump (500-540)
• Hydraulic steering (500-540)
• Ski mast
• Arch/roll bar
• Bimini top
• Teak deck
• Jacking points
• Mooring awning
• Panel Console
• Console awning
• Bolster awning (580)

Medline 500

Medline 580

Medline 580

Medline 540



Medline New Line
500 • 540 • 580

NEW HULL– NEW DECK – NEW TUBE

Comprising three boats, the completely new Medline range 
has been comprehensively redesigned with one absolute priority 

in mind: ease of use on land, at anchor and at sea.



For more information, visit

www.zodiacmarine.com

MEDLINE 500 MEDLINE 540 MEDLINE 580
DIMENSIONS (metres – feet/inches)
Overall length 5 / 16’5” 5,4 / 17’9” 5,8 / 19’0”
Inside length 4,06 / 13’4” 4,5 / 14’9” 4,91 / 16’1”
Overall width 2,24 / 7’4” 2,28 / 7’6” 2,54 / 8’4”
Inside width 1,25 / 4’1” 1,25 / 4’1” 1,44 / 4’9”
CAPACITY
Passengers (ISO C/B) 9* 10* 12*
Maximum payload1 (en kg / lbs) Cat C 1232 / 2716* 1288 / 2839* 1420 / 3130*
Total weight (kg/lbs) 353 / 778* 404 / 891* 601 / 1325*
Airtight compartments 5 5 5
DESIGN CATEGORY
European directive N° 94/25/CE C C C
OUTBOARD DATA
Shaft: � Short � Long � Extralong � Ultralong � Jet � � �

Minimum recommended power2 (Hp – kW) 40 – 30 60 – 45 80 – 60
Maximum recommended power2 (Hp – kW) 80 – 60 100 – 75 115 – 86
Maximum power allowed3 (Hp – kW) 80 – 60 100 – 75 115 – 86
Maximum weight of outboard4 (en kg / lbs) 191 / 422 231 / 510 244 / 538
HULL STORAGE DIMENSIONS (metres – feet/inches)
Length 4,5 / 14’9” 4,85 / 15’11” 5,25 / 17’3”
Width 1,53 / 5’0” 1,54 / 5’1” 1,89 / 6’2”
Height 1,43 / 4’8” 1,6 / 5’3” 1,6 / 5’3”
Hull angle 25° 25° 22,5°
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Zodiac International S.A.S.U with a capital of 18,000,000 € – 729800839 RCS Paris – Zodiac® is a registered trade mark – Copyright© Zodiac® 2012

Indicated measurements may vary by +/- 3%, or +/- 5% for weight and speed measurements. (1) Maximum permitted load is calculated using ISO standards. Caution is advised when operating fully
laden boats. (2) Recommended power is based on optimal use of the boat’s abilities under average load. Depending on use, choose either maximum (waterskiing) or minimum power (fishing, cruising).
(3) The manufacturer’s plaque specifies maximum permitted power. The power of your boat must not exceed this under any circumstances. (4) Maximum permitted weight: dry weight, according to
motor manufacturers’ catalogue specifications. (5) Maximum speeds are intended as a guide only; they were measured in ideal conditions by professional pilots with one person aboard. They may
vary according to make of motor, boat load, propeller type and water conditions. (6) Models in this catalogue are sometimes shown with optional accessories. Please check standard equipment supplied
with each model and see your distributor for any additional equipment. The availability of certain models, as well as certain equipment details may vary from country to country (e.g. USA, Canada).
The boats photographed in this catalogue may differ from the actual models. Zodiac® continually strives to improve the quality of its products and as such reserves the right to modify or delete any
model presented in this catalogue without prior notice. Zodiac® recommends that a life jacket is worn at all times; it is your own responsibility to check the legal obligations on your navigation zone.


